This paper proposed a coded sequence pattern for automatic matching of LiDAR point data, the methods including SIFT features, Otsu segmentation and Fast Hough transformation for the identification, positioning and interpret of the coded sequence patterns, the POSIT model for fast computing the translation and rotation parameters of LiDAR point data, so as to achieve fast matching of LiDAR point data and automatic 3D mapping of indoor shafts and tunnels.
INTRODUCTION
This paper proposed a coded sequence pattern for automatic matching of LiDAR point data, the methods including SIFT features, Otsu segmentation and Fast Hough transformation for the identification, positioning and interpret of the coded sequence patterns, the POSIT model for fast computing the translation and rotation parameters of LiDAR point data, so as to achieve fast matching of LiDAR point data and automatic 3D mapping of indoor shafts and tunnels. The proposed moving target localization algorithm in indoor tunnel environment established the coded sequence pattern signposts along the tunnels, so as to calculate transform parameters of LiDAR point cloud using the center 3D coordinates of coded sequence pattern signposts which have been known during the install to achieve the rapid point cloud registration, real-time solution to calculate the position and orientation of moving objects. The flow chart of proposed algorithm was shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 showed the proposed coded sequence pattern following the rules of Schneider [1] [2] , the coding structure was 3-layer concentric region, the center circle was divided into 4 parts (3/4 black, 1/4 white). Center circle area was not only used to automatically identify whether the region was a coded pattern and determine its location; but also showed the baseline where coding start by means of a black-white boundary. Proposed code sequence pattern has 212 types, remove the code which is not clear to identify, there were still 4017 types left to meet the needs of positioning of moving targets within the large-scale, long-range tunnel environment. The coded sequence pattern has the following characteristics: 1) uniqueness: one coded pattern has only one corresponding code; 2) invariance to rotation and scaling; 3) easy to identify from complex background; 4) distinction between each other; 5) sufficient types. 
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EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Experiment
Firstly, arrange the coded sequence pattern signposts alone the lab environment, and measure the world coordinates of the center of each signposts so as to establish the signpost database. Then calibrate the LiDAR and image sensors integrated experiment system (as shown in Figure 5 ). Experiment system moved along the lab environment, LiDAR was scanning in the range of 80m and camera acquired images including signposts in 25f/s. Onboard computer calculated the translation and rotation parameters in real time.
Figure 3 Experimental system with integrated LiDAR & cameras In the experiment, the test LiDAR data and images were captured in the viewpoints approximately every 5m. 5 groups of LiDAR data and images were selected to fully test the robustness of proposed approach. Table 1 showed the overlaps between P1 and other viewpoints (P2 ~ P5), and overlaps between adjacent viewpoints. Table 2 showed the translation and rotation parameters from the time-consuming ICP algorithm which were taken as reference values. Table 3 showed the errors between the pose parameters from proposed algorithm and reference values.
The accuracy of translation parameters calculated by proposed method was better than ± 4cm, and error of rotation parameter was smaller than 0.2°. It took less than 60ms to accomplish positioning (where identification and decoding the signposts <15ms, POSIT iteration compute < 15ms, point data registration and mobile positioning < 30ms). Figure 4 showed the route map by connecting the viewpoints computed by proposed algorithm. Table 2 Pose reference of the moving target from Iterative ICP Point Cloud 2) Proposed algorithm only needed 4 coded patterns to achieve point cloud data registration and positioning, and also had the advantages of small feature database, high speed and easy to implement real-time location.
3) Pproposed algorithm used POSIT model to calculate the pose parameters of point cloud data so as to achieve real-time positioning. In experiment, LiDAR data and coded sequence patterns based mobile positioning showed good stability, accuracy, computational speed.
